
 

         

 

MEET SHADOW 

HELP SHADOW 
 
PAWS BELIEVES THAT A PET SHOULD NOT SUFFER OR BE 
UNNECESSARILY EUTHANIZED BECAUSE THEIR FAMILY CANNOT AFFORD 
PROPER VET CARE TO RELIEVE THE SUFFERING. PLEASE HELP US 
CONTINUE TO HELP FAMILIES AND THEIR PETS IN NEED. 

Meet Shadow; her Dad called us about one month ago advising 

his beloved girl had a growth, possibly cancer, on her shoulder but 

they could not afford the cost of the surgery to remove it. He asked 

if we could help as his family is struggling financially. Shadow is 

part of their family and has been for a long time.   

Pursuant to our guidelines for such requests for financial 

assistance, we verified the family could not afford the surgery.   

We agreed and sent them to see our vet where it was decided that 

the growth needed to be removed. Shadow had stopped eating 

and had become very lethargic and had become anemic during 

this time and now needed a blood transfusion along with the 

surgery which required her to go to a specialist, Long Island 

Veterinary Specialist. They removed the mass and unfortunately, it 

was cancer.  After the surgery, Shadow has done very well and will 

be going home to her family soon. We promised Shadow's family 

we would help her and we did what we could and will continue to 

support her with financing the medicine and herbs another vet has 

prescribed for the cancer; she is no longer suffering. The family 

pays what they can afford.  We know the surgery relieved her 

suffering and we hope the cancer does not do any further damage.  

We are committed to helping Shadow and her family because of 

our belief that animals should not suffer when their guardians are 

having financial difficulties. The family is devastated with the 

biopsy results but is committed to her continued care.  

We have witnessed the love her family has for her and the care 

they are providing her. It is unquestionable.  It is rare we ever have 

such a large vet bill which is why we are asking for help. 

 We are a 501(c)(3); all donations are tax deductible. Please 

help us continue to help families and their pets in need. How 

you can help? Make a donation today in Shadow’s name.  

Share this story with your family, friends and colleagues and 

start a collection for Shadow. Whatever you can do to assist 

Shadow and similar pets, is most appreciated. 
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